


 



 



 



Battle of Waterloo - 18th June 1815  
What we know as the Battle of Waterloo was, in reality a series of 4 battles fought over 3 days in June 1815. 
 Napoleon had escaped his exile on Elba, returned to France, collected an army of 120,000 men and was again 
threatening the peace of Europe. 
The British and the Prussians blocked Napoleon’s advance on Brussels. The British fought a drawn battle on the 16th 
June at Quatre Bras just south of Brussels but the Prussians were defeated at Ligny, a little to the east. The Prussians 
withdrew to the east towards Germany but instead of maintaing that direction they turned north during that night 
and then turned westwards back towards Wellington and the British, giving the following French corp the slip. 
So by Sunday 18th a quarter of the French army was vainly trying to find the elusive Prussians while the bulk of the 
British army was confronted by Napoleon and the remainder of the French army.  Torrential rain overnight 
prevented the battle starting much before noon when the French opened with an attack on the fortified farm called  
Hougoumont on the British right flank. That part of the battle raged all day but thanks to the efforts of the 
Coldstream guards garrison, it was never taken  An attack by the bulk of the French infantry in early afternoon  
nearly broke the British defensive line but was eventually repulsed by the British heavy cavalry counter attack which 
resulted in 2 French eagles being taken as trophies.  Mid to late afternnon saw repeated attacks by French cavalry on 
the famous British infantry squares. Horses, being more sensible than men, will not run at a bristling hedge of 
bayonets and the squares held on until the French horses were blown and tired.  During the afternoon, all British 
staff eyes were turned eastwards looking for the expected approach of the Prussians returning to battle as promised 
to Wellington by Marshal Blucher. Napoleon saw them coming too and had to order his elite Imperial Guard to make 
one last desperate attempt to break the British lines before the arrival of the Prussians on his own right flank. The 
Guard attacked  
uphill to what they thought was an empty skyline only to find themselves confronted by the British Brigade of 
Guards who had been held back behind the ridge by Wellington for just such an occasion.   For the first time in their 
history the French Imperial Guard were repulsed and fled back downhill. The rest of the French army saw this retreat 
and there followed full scale panic and rout. 45,000 dead and wounded in one  day moved Wellington to comment 
afterwards, “Next to a battle lost, the greatest misery is a battle gained.” Napoleon was exiled again, this time for 
good, to St Helena and died 6 years later still blaming everyone for the defeat except himself.   The battle did 
produce relative peace for Europe and the next major conflict was 40 years later in the Crimea, when, ironically, the 
British had the French as their allies! 
 


